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Unclaimed Money Finder Lists
 By moneyfinderbiz 29 Comments
Unclaimed money lists are the most valuable tool to unclaimed money finders. Most states offer a search of their database online, but they don’t give the valuable information that you need to work as a finder. For example, if you were to do a search in California, you would have to enter a name and […]


Finder Helps Recover $200,000 !
 By moneyfinderbiz 4 Comments
The following story is from KATV in Little Rock, Arkansas. The claimant recovered over $200,000, yet he thinks it’s immoral that he was charged for it! Meanwhile, if the finder didn’t contact him, he would still have no idea that the money was waiting for him! UPDATE JUNE 2015 – Well KATV took down the […]


Five Minute Refund Nets $1600 !
 By moneyfinderbiz 2 Comments
Sometimes this business can be so easy! We just received two checks totaling $1600 and the initial amount of time put into it was literally five minutes! I have to admit, total time involved with follow up including making up invoices may have been about half an hour, but still that’s not a bad hourly […]


Manual
 By moneyfinderbiz 4 Comments
I really didn’t want to write a page on the unclaimed money finder manual, but after looking around the web, I felt I owed it not only to myself, but also to you as well. You see, I started finding unclaimed money in 1998.  I wrote the original unclaimed money finder manual in 1999.  I […]


Is the Unclaimed Money Finder Business Really Addicitve?
 By moneyfinderbiz 10 Comments
Yes! The unclaimed money finder business is definitely addictive! Once you get a list in your hands and start looking for larger amounts and then matching them up with names, you can’t stop. I’ve experienced it and I’ve seen it in person. Just to give you an idea, take a look at this state unclaimed […]
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